
NOTICE TO COMPETITORS 
TOC / ISP 

September 11, 2022 
 

 

Tournament Format: This is two tournaments in one. One tournament is net stroke play for the 16 TOC finalists. The 
other tournament is a typical flighted ISP for everyone else.  

Rules of Golf: We adhere to the USGA rules of golf in all tournaments.  

Scoring Rules: Flight 8 only: Max Gross Quad 

1. We will use the optional drop areas on holes 6 and 12 if your ball goes into the penalty area on your second or 
subsequent shots. 

2. Scorecard Completion Rule: It is a condition of the competition that each player ensure the accuracy of his hole-by-
hole score in Golf Genius no later than 30 minutes after the conclusion of play. No excuses will be accepted. You can 
check with your scorekeeper, you can consult the leaderboard, or you can review the automated Golf Genius e-mail you 
will receive after each round. Once the round is closed out, you will be deemed to have signed your Golf Genius digital 
scorecard. At that point, if GG reflects a higher score than what you actually made on a hole, you get the higher hole 
score. If GG reflects a lower hole score than what you actually made, you will be disqualified. 

3. If a ruling is in doubt, play two balls from the point of the rule question for the hole and the question should be referred 
a board member (via email – Paul Pronsati pp925847@yahoo.com , Mark Gunther mgunther@hrcaonline.org , or Mike 
Anderson mymikea3@gmail.com ) at the completion of the round to obtain a decision. We want to reduce face to face 
meetings during or after the round. Do not waste time trying to look up rules on your phone during the round.  

Pace of Play: Punch your scorecard immediately after completing holes 9 & 18. Failure to turn in a time-stamped 
scorecard may result in a two stoke penalty. You can reconcile scores after you punch your card. You must play the front 9 
in 2:15 (or 15 minutes behind the group in front of you) and the back 9 in 2:20 (or 15 minutes of the group in front of 
you).  Slow play penalty is one stroke per nine holes. Do not send your representative to stamp your card until all players 
have putted out on 9/18. If you get caught doing that, it’s the same one stroke penalty as being late. 

Payout Schedule 
ISP: Flights 1,2&8: 3 gross/net; Flights 3 thru 7: 6 net;  
TOC: 8 Net based on cumulative point totals 
 
Day points for the TOC (1 thru 8): 600/540/480/420/360/300/240/180 
 
Link to the TOC Standings (the TOC points leader has 1,050 points; The last qualifier has 750 points) 
 
Closest to the Pin: Printed on scorecard 
 
Skins & other Side Pots: Flighted Canadian Skins, i.e. dots are worth ½ a stroke. Link to the Side Pot ledger 
NOTE: Your scorecard will have the words “Skins” on it next to your flight if you are in the skins game. 
 
Tournament Director: Paul Pronsati (pp925847@yahoo.com) and Mike Anderson (mymikea3@gmail.com) 


